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Thursday, January 21, 1999
Volume CXV, Issue 15
The Wooster Voice
Mountains, mountains of snow
.
.
'
. -- V'
Students enthusiastically work to fill Kauke Arvh with snow last Wednesday.
Fishelson tops local "fat cat" list
Dan Shortridge
News Editor
College Trustee Julia Fishelson of
Wooster donated over $150,000 to
political candidates and organiza-
tions over the 1998 election cycle,
easily topping the list of Wooster-are- a
political contributors.
According to records of the Cen-
ter for Responsive Politics (CRP),
which monitors money in political
campaigns, Fishelson donated
$152,620 to Democratic Party orga-
nizations and candidates from 1997
to 1998. Her donations include
$63,750 to the Democratic National
Committee, $30,000 to the Demo-
cratic Congressional Campaign
Committee and $7,000 to the Demo-
cratic Senatorial Campaign Com-
mittee. Fishelson also gave money
to the campaigns of Reps. Dennis
Kucinich and Tom Sawyer, both
4 Friday is the last day to add
a course.
America's
Ohio Democrats; Sen. Ron Wyden
(D-OR- ); and Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle (D-SD- ). Other
recipients include the Ohio Demo-
cratic Party, E.M.I.L.Y's List, the
College Democrats of America, the
National Jewish Democratic Coun- -
cil Political Action Committee and
the National Abortion Rights Action
League.
In an ironic twist, Wooster s larg-
est contributor of "soft money" to
political parties donated $1,000 in
"hard money" to the re-elect- ion ef-
fort of campaign finance reform cru-
sader Sen. Russ Feingold (D-WS- ),
whose reform proposal would ban
"soft money" contributions.
The term "soft money" is applied :
to donations to political parties or
party campaign funds. There are no
limits on those types of contribu-
tions. Although parties are prohib-
ited from spending "soft money" on
candidates' campaigns, and must
V SGA funding re-
quests are due Monday,
Interviews will be held
Wednesday, and allocations
will be made Feb. 3 and 4.
Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
photo by Eric Bakken
instead spend it on "party building,"
candidates often benefit greatly
from those types of donations.
Other local fat cat contributors do
not even begin to approach
Fishelson's level of largesse.
Stanley C. Gault '48, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, gave a to-
tal of $7,000 to Republican candi-
dates. Gault was the benefactor of
Sens. Jesse Helms (R-NC- ), Mike
DeWine (R-O- H) and then-Ohi- o
Governor and Republican Senatorial
candidate George Voinovich. He
also shelled out cash to the cam-
paigns of Ohio Rep. Ralph Regula
(R) and congressional candidate
Grace L. Drake, who attempted to
unseat Rep. Sherrod Brown (D-OH- ).
Gault's spouse, Flo K. Gault
48, for whom the Library for Inde
please see FISHELSON
LEADS CONTRIBUTOR
LIST, page 3
V Will Keim will speak on alco-
hol and binge drinking preven-
tion in McGaw Chapel at 8:00
p.m. on January 25. Sponsored
by the Substance Abuse
Registrar
Sarah Fenske
Co-Edit- or
After the business of registration,
confirming registration and its sub-
sequent adding and dropping, the
College's Registrar, Glenn Davis,
sat down to address student com-
plaints Wednesday.
Many of his comments, naturally,
focused on the-office- 's difficulties
w ith its new computer system. Two
years ago, the office was given the
program, part of the College's new
plan for an "integrated student data
system" which permits links be-
tween administrative offices like
Financial Aid, Admissions and the
Registrar. In November 1997, the
office "rolled" much of the old in-
formation into the new system. Last
June, they finally switched entirely
to the new program, meaning that
they no longer had to enter data into
both systems simultaneously..
The first hurdle for the new sys-
tem was first-ye- ar registration this
last fall. "The registration system
Council charters lost
Heather Milum
Assistant News Editor
Almost 30 organizational charters
have been lost by Campus Council
over the past year, a problem which
forced Council to extend its charter
acceptance deadline at this week's
meeting. Groups whose charters are
missing were contacted and asked
to re-wri- te and re-sub- mit their char-
ters by this coming Monday, Jan. 25.
But the deadline and concern among
the affected students as to a certain
amount of irresponsibility on the
part of Council, kicked off debate
among Council members this week
on the chartering process as a whole.
SGA President Karl Bekeny '99
has proposed to streamline the pro-
cess in an attempt to lessen confu-
sion and frustration. Bekeny said
that he was speaking on behalf of
several students who approached
him and complained that their char-
ters had been lost. Bekeny said that
the students felt as if they were be-
ing asked to amend Council's mis
IV Syndicated columnist
Georgie Anne Geyer wilj
lecture on "Leadership
and Foreign Policy: Confront-
ing Rogue States" at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Jan. 26, in Gault
Recital Hall. Geyer s lecture is
the first in the Great Decisions
Lecture Series.
H-vrv-
v. wooster. eduvoice
responds
is excellent," Davis said. "You can
see how much easier it is with the
course on line ... how quick the
dropadd works." Unfortunately for
Davis and his office, everything else
has not been quite so simple, as the
first registration for upper-clas- s stu-
dents proved in December.
'The reason the class rank report
did not work is the same reason
some class registration numbers
were wrong," Davis said. 'The new
system uses an element described as
'class level," which is determined by
the number of credits the student
has." The old system allowed the
office to type in a class description
like SR or JR The new sWein.
operating solely on credits, ran into
a snag: AP classes allowed some
sophomores (on the Kims ol their
number of listed credit'. to rise to
the junior level of 15 credits, while-credit-s
that hadn't Ken transferred,
properly classified some juniors on
a sophomore level. It messed up
please see REGISTAR. page 3
take in a very short period of time.
Among these students was former
SGA President Patrick Watts '99.
who addressed Council at this
week's meeting to suggest changing
the process. "I think this is a bigger
problem than just w ho is running the
committee," said Watts. The sys-
tem fails to meet the goals. I sug-
gest you change the process to make
it easier."
Watts favored Bekeny's proposal
to alter the chartering process, but
no votes were taken on that particu-
lar proposal at this week's meeting.
However, members did discuss
ideas on how to keep the charters
properly filed, and Council Mem-ber-at-Lar- ge
Colleen Dunn '99 vol-
unteered to work with Council Sec-
retary Karen Fischer '00 on the re-
organization of the files so that such
problems can be avoided in the fu-
ture.
Council plans to address the
chartering process more thor-
oughly in the future but will focus
its next meeting on binge drink- -
ing at the College.
V The College's Martin Luther
King. Jr. celebration will con-
clude Saturday with a worship
celebration at 2 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall. For more infor-
mation, contact the Office of
Campus Ministries at ext.
2558.
News
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Campus
TRIAL DELAYED: The lawsuit
Security Officer Michael Guili will not begin its pre-tri- al until March 4
of this year. Originally, the discovery period for the case was to end on
Dec. IS, 1998, but the date has been
ules of the trial lawyers. The suit charges the College with wrongful
discharge, breach of contract, negligence and invasion of privacy, among
other charges.
REED ACCEPTED AS SENATOR: At its Wednesday night meet
ing, SGA accepted the letter of intent of Alex Reed 01, who served
briefly as a Senator last year. Reed was unable to serve on the Senate
during the fall semester because he had an evening class at the time,
and then-Senat- or Courtney White's '01 motion to change the meeting
time failed. Reed is the first SGA Senator this year whose letter of in-
tent was not discussed in executive session. Parliamentarian Eric Bakken
'99 said that he had "decided that we should not enter executive session
for membership issues."
National
BUSH PONDERS WHITE HOUSE RUN: A day after being sworn
in for a second term, Texas Governor George W. Bush said on Wednes-
day that he and his wife are worried about the changes a White House
run would force onto their lives. A campaign for the presidency would
be a "major life change," said Bush and his wife Laura. Bush also told
reporters that his personal life contains no blemishes that may hurt
him in a national political campaign. He also said that he may create a
presidential exploratory committee before reaching a decision.
HIV-INFECT- ED SOLDIER SENT TO PRISON: An HIV-infect- ed
female U.S. soldier was sentenced on Wednesday to three years in prison
for having unprotected sex with nine men. PCF Gerland Squires, for-
merly stationed at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, pleaded
guilty to aggravated assault and disobeying a superior officer. The
officer had told Squires to tell her sex partners about her medical con-
dition and have them use a condom.
International
NATO HEIGHTENS ALERT: The
to place its planes over the area on
Wednesday. Following talks with Yugoslav officials in Belgrade, NATO
said that Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic had not cooperated
with international officials. It also said that Milosevic had failed to
abide by the truce agreements he made with NATO last October.
MINERS MARCH IN ROMANIA: Defying threats by the govern-
ment, thousands of Romanian coal miners continued their march to
Bucharest to protest potential layoffs and low wages. As the govern-
ment threatened to block the marchers' progress, police lined the route.
During the first two days of the march, 24 people were injured in clashes
with government authorities. The miners are demanding severance pay
if they are laid off, as well as 35 percent wage increases.
I CHINESE STUDENT EXPELLED: AVu Yilong, a Chinese dissi
dent student, was expelled from his university just days before com-
pleting his master's degree, according to a human rights group. The
practice of expulsion ofdissidents was used prior to the 1989 Tiananmen
Square crackdown on student dissidents, but has not been widely used
in China since then.
compiled by Dan Shortridge
filed against the College by former
shifted to accomodate the sched
crisis in Kosovo has forced NATO
a shorter alert, said officials on
with information from CNN Online
Let Cage awe Folles
Monday, Jan. 25
7p. m.y Mateer Auditorium
(the movie "The Birdcage" was based on!)
Admission is free! sponsored by Safe House
Surviving
Y2K: is
VGboster
ready?
J
Dan Shortridge
News Editor
With 2000 less than a year away,
many doomsayers are predicting
that a computer glitch, known as
"Y2K," will disrupt critical func-
tions across the entire world when
the calendar flips over on Jan. 1,
2000. Not so here at Wooster, ac-
cording to College officials.
"We've been addressing the issue
for a year and a half now," said Ad-
ministrative Computing Services
Director Jerry Grenert. "We're
pretty much year 2000 compliant."
"I'm much less concerned about
those types of problems than some
people are," said Academic Com-
puting Di
rector Phil
Harriman.
The
Y 2 K
problem,
according
to the I
President's
Council
on Year 2000 Conversion, "is caused
by a 'shortcut' used in many com-
puters and microchips. Years ago,
to conserve memory space, pro-
grammers used two numbers to
record the year for example, 72
would mean 1972." 4
Many analysts and computer ex-
perts fear that computers which use
a two-dig- it date field will recognize
"2000" as 1900 on Jan. 1, 2000.
"This could cause them to either
shut down or generate incorrect
data," according to the Council.
"At the time when most of these
programs were -- written," said
Harriman, "computer memory and
computer storage were very expen-
sive."
Grenert said that the College's
main problems have to do with the
operating system and application
software. His office oversees the
computing functions for all admin-
istrative offices, including the Trea-
surer, Financial Aid and the
Registrar's Office. Since last year,
Grenert and Harriman have been
working together to coordinate Y2K
compliance.
"A lot of this is just normal oper-
ating procedure," Grenert said, "part
of the normal migration path." The
continuing efforts include working
to insure compliance with both in-
ternal systems and outside vendors.
To make the College's internal sys-
tem Y2K compliant, the integrated
Volunteers get
n
WVN's "Just Desserts " program drew
student data system currently used
by all administrative offices is be-
ing upgraded by the software ven-
dor. Software Research Northwest.
Despite the myriad demands on
the College's integrated system by
the many administration offices, no
single office presents a larger prob-
lem than others for example, pro-
cessing checks in the Treasurer's
Office Grenert said: "They're all
problems, they're all about the
same."
Trie nation's financial aid system,
at the core of which is the Depart-
ment of
Educations
network,
came un-
der fire in
a Septem-
ber report
by the
General
Office (GAO). One analyst re-
ported that the department's dis-
bursement system "could experi-
ence major problems unless all sys-
tems are compliant in time."
But College Financial Aid Direc-
tor David Miller said that students
at Wooster will have little to worry
about. "Even if the federal govern-
ment does have problems, I don't
think they'll affect Wooster students
in any direct way," he said. "I am
expecting that all of our internal
stuff will not have any problems ...
I'm not contemplating meltdown."
"On the other hand," Miller said,
"the real issue is all of the federal
government's mainframe systems.
There are a slew of separate govern-
ment systems for tracking Financial
aid ... and they are engaged in the
huge process of making all their
systems Y2K compliant."
He expressed reservations about
that process. "There are a lot of us
in the field who have real doubts
about whether they will succeed on
time," said Miller. "I am waiting to
Voice Correction
Last week's article on Kauke
Arch contained an error. The
Arch has been filled at least
three times since 1964, the
most recent occurence being
inthe 1993-9- 4 academic year.
The Voice regrets and apolo-
gizes for the error.
theirJust Desserts
v a
Ix
1
a crowd on Tuesday.
be persuaded that they will get it
ready."
Because of the complexity of the
Education Department's "stovepipe
systems," said Miller, the College
will take steps to protect students
from problems. "We are taking
whatever steps we need to to avoid
having the government's computers
shortcomings affect you guys," he
said, including "thinking about pull-
ing in your federal aid in late De-
cember of '99, making the funds
transfer ... from the federal bank
and onto the student's account here."
With the aid monies pulled from
the federal network, "whatever
problems the government has will
be solved by the time the fall semes- - '
ter a year from now begins," and stu-- .
dents' accounts should be safe,
- Miller said
.
..
Harriman said that his-offi- ce has
not had many difficulties "because
the Macintosh has always been built
to handle the full year." Both the
Macintosh systems and the Virtual
Machine System (VMS) on the Al-
pha server which handles the
College's electronic mail processing
network will handle the transition
with no problem, said Harriman.
"At Academic Computing, we've
been doing very little," he said.
Grenert said that at this point, it is
impossible for him to hazard a guess
as to the cost of compliance to the
College. "We plan to have everything
solved by this summer," he said.
You 've seen the Voice
website. It's beautiful.
And soon it will be in
frames. Wouldn 't it look
lovely on your resume?
Ifyou'd like to learn the
ropes this semester and
work on the site next
year, let us know by
Wednesday, Jan. 21.
Email Sohil at pa99sn70.
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Davis responds to complaints, faults computer system
continued from page 1
class rank for the same reason.
Davis said, "It used the class level
as the selection group for class rank,
so it was calculating properly in the
context of the wrong group."
The problems with the new soft-
ware, according to Davis, have not
been with its quality, 'There is a dif-
ficulty," he explained, "in taking a
generic set of programs and mak
Fishelson
continued from page 1
pendent Study is named, donated
$2,000 to Republican candidates
Vomovich and DeWine.
Local oral-faci- al surgeon Donald
Demkee gave $6,000 to Republi-
can candidates, including $1,000
each to Regula and Voinovich, as
well as $3,500 to the Ohio Repub-
lican Central and Executive Com-
mittee (ORCE).
.
Donald Noble, who with Gault
was a member of the board of di-rect- ors
of the company formerly
3T2iaM5"blOC8
f ' i, S
ing it work in ways that Wooster
wants to make it work. It's a long
process, and it's painful."
Enter SGA. Davis was not par-
ticularly pleased with the Student
Government Association's decision
to send letters to all students telling
them their class rank may have been
miscalculated: "I was very fearful
that everyone would come rushing
over here, and we were still not
ready to say what the problem was
leads contributor list
known as Rubbermaid, gave a total
of $4,500 to both Democratic and
Republican candidates. A $1,000
contribution found its way into the
coffers of Sen. John Kerry (D-M-A),
while $3,000 went to the ORCE.
Other top contributors:
R. Victor Dix, publisher of The
Daily Record" and owner of the Dix
Communications company, which
controls the "Record" as well as two
Wooster radio stations, gave $1,700
to Voinovich. His wife, Carolyn G.
Dix, gave $250 to Voinovich.
Retiree O.E. Hawkins, formerly
C:Sr-;:-- :
-
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and how we'd fix it." To prepare for
a possible barrage of students moti-
vated by SGA's letter, Davis calcu-
lated the entire class on his own. "I
did it manually, on a PC," he said.
"I couldn't rely on the mainframe
until we were able to do a fix. We
did the best we could to reassess the
subset that may have been poten-
tially most affected by it, but we
didn't have time to find out the real
problem before they sent their let- -
of Hawkins Markets, Inc., gave
$3,300 total, including $1,500 to
both Voinovich and the ORCE.
College Trustee Richard Sea-
man, of the Seaman Corporation,
shelled out $1,500 to Republicans
Regula, DeWinc, and Voinovich.
The Center collects its data from
reports prepared by the Federal
Election Commission. The FEC
does not collect information about
contributions which are $200 or
less. The Center maintains pub-
lic, searchable databases on its
website at http:www.crp.org.
ten ... I do wish they had reacted in
a different way."
Of all the complaints aired in the
Voice and through SGA, Davis took
the most offense with allegations of
his staff's supposed unprofessional
manner. "I need to know the spe-
cifics," he said. "I am not aware of
any circumstances where the staff
has been unprofessional ... If the
counter was left unattended, I would
call that unprofessional. But if there
is just one person at the counter and
they're helping someone and some-
one has to wait, perhaps that was not
ood. And we've discussed that.
But that is not a situation where the
staff was trying to be unprofes-
sional."
Davis refrained from putting any
blame on his boss at Galpin. "I re-
port to Vice President for Academic
Affairs Barbara Hetrick," he said.
"And we do meet on a regular ba-
sis, and we have talked about these
types of issues." If there has been
some good in the firestorm his of-
fice has come under, it has been the
administration's concern: "We're
talking more, and at higher levels,
about the software, and I'm noth
4 :?
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,
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ing but excited about that." Davis
acknowledged that he has "made
several requests for additional staff-in- g,
as have many of my col-
leagues," but he is not bitter. "At
times I've felt we've needed more
staff, more training and more prepa-
ration time. I think (hat would have
enhanced our ability to do more, but
that wasn't a luxury we were given,
and we had to forge ahead with what
we had."
Davis urged any students with
specific complaints to talk to him.
and he added that he hoped to write
a letter to the Voice or communicate
in some way with students. How-
ever, he warned that the whole
story is more complicated than
most students know. "There's a lot
of things students just don't see."
he said. "Human nature is. when
you have a problem, that's the only
problem you're worried aboul. We
feel that we're working tremen-
dously, hard to maintain all the
things we've always done and deal
with the conversion, but when a
student comes in here and needs
something now. they don't see that
... It's frustratine."
(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.
Cards
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An independent's challenge
The impact ofWooster's Greek system was felt last week-
end when the sororities and fraternities were occupied with
new member education. Though activities like parties at
small houses and a band at the Underground were available
to students, the social scene on campus was as dreary as the
weather. Few students attended the events available, and
the prevailing attitude on campus seemed to be that with-
out our Greeks we had nothing to do. Yet only around 30
percent of the campus was involved with pledging activi-
ties. '
Despite the fact that the majority of students on this carr
pus choose to remain independent, the Greek organizations
sponsor many of the social activities and nearly all of the
all-camp- us parties. The clubs and sections do a wonderful
job of helping to entertain the entire campus, but it is not,
in the end, their job. We should take advantage of the events
which are held on campus, and everyone should take charge
of planning social events for the entire campus. Our Greek
students do not have a special responsibility to help inde-
pendent students meet each other, we should all stop rely-
ing solely on them to try to get to know the other 1600 or so
students on campus. The next two weeks might be a good
time to start.
Accomplishment takes unity
Amidst the winter weather last Wednesday, something
wonderful happened. Throngs of excited students gathered
at the Kauke Arch to participate in a tradition we'd until
now only heard of. Students from Bissman and Douglass
stood next to each other in an attempt to fill the arch with
snow and cancel classes. Never before, in recent years, has
such unity been seen on this campus. No longer were we
factioned individuals who happen to attend the same col-
lege; instead, we were all College ofWooster students work-
ing :' ! " i'--- ' ''MJ '"'towards a common goal.- -
. We have now proven that we can unite and we can ac
complish things which makes it even sadder that it so rarely
happens. The successful filling of the arch should serve as
a wake-u- p call to everyone. We can change things, and we
can make our college better all we need to do is work
together. Want a better housing process? Think admissions
should be more selective? Well then do something. The arch
never would have been filled if just one clique had been
there. Whether you stood on the top of the snow mound
piling snow, passed a bucket or played a guitar, you were
an integral part of the effort. Just think about the great things
we could all do if we united more often.
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Viewpoints
To the Editor:
On behalf of the laborers, I wish
to bring to your attention a miscar-
riage of the human spirit. Thursday
was to have been our special day,
our once-in-a-lifeti- me holiday; you
would have seen how important this
was to us had you been at the Arch
on Wednesday night.
I have been waiting four years for
that night. Every winter, the excite-
ment would build. "Do you think
there'll be enough this year," you'd
overhear. And you'd hope so, be-
cause you'd just want to indulge in
this once. A holiday: "But Mr.
Scrooge, it's Christmas!" College
is a lousy excuse for picking a man's
pocket two out of three days a year,
but we never figured you'd call your
goons.
It was a pipe dream, really. No
one really had confidence we had
enough planning or support to bring
it off. After all, it'd only ever been
attempted twice, as far as we knew.
So it was with great buoyancy of
Like at a small town
levee break, Joe Krapper
worked side by side with
Jane Douglass. Vve
neverfeltlike that
sitting courtside at
Timken, at a Wooster
Forum, at a Goliard
staff meeting.
spirit that I began that night. And it
got better. Like at a small town levee
break, Joe Krapper worked side by
side with Jane Douglass. I've never
felt like that sitting courtside at
Timken, at a Wooster Forum, at a
Goliard staff meeting. We were
making something beautiful, which
you might have seen had you not run
your tractor over the colorful pyra-
mid of containers we made.
Why, you ask? We were making
something together, we were hurt-
ing nobody, and we were doing it to
make you curmudgeons join the
movement. Malone. Oberlin.
Kenyon. All closed. It figures that
Wooster is in an ice monsoon and
we're in class at 9:30.
The idea was to make history.
Tragically, history was made. This
college has done the single most dis-
appointing thing I've seen in bring-
ing out goons with heavy machinery.
Naturally, I enjoyed my day off.
Lucien G. Holmes '99
To the Editor:
On behalf of Dave, myself and the
great number of students who have
talked to me, I would like to express
our concern about the lack of pro
fessionalism and the gross misrep-
resentation of the events surround-
ing the filling of Kauke Arch as por-
trayed in last week's Voice article,
"Arch filled! Registrar's office is
also blocked."
Our primary concern stems from
think that I met more
new people that night
than at any other
campus event before. I
saw a dedication and
commitment in the
student body that I
thought was lost
decades ago.
the tone of the article, overplaying
the presence of pot and beer and
understating the true meaning and
spirit of the evening: campus unity
and bonding. As we all know, such
unity at Wooster is a rarity, and for
the Voice to portray the event as a
drunken stoner party was not only
incorrect, but a shame as well. Not
only did the article set a negative
tone from the very beginning, "As
the smell of pot wafted through the
air..." but also portrayed the event
as a beer-bu- st where "alcohol
flowed freely:'J '
Let me just say that while I am
sure there were students in atten-
dance who were partaking of beer,
etc., the overwhelming majority of
the students who were true partici-
pants in the event enjoyed the spirit
of the evening a gathering of the
most eclectic sort, a mixing of un-
paralleled measure and a campus
unity that few scheduled events ever
create. I saw a true spirit at Wooster
for the first time, and a real bond
form between students on campus.
I think that I met more new people
that night than at any other campus
event before. I saw a dedication and
commitment in the student body that
I thought was lost decades ago.
Greeks, athletes, Douglassites,
internationals, intellects, fun-love- rs
for the first time at Wooster, ste-
reotypes and groupings didn't mat-
ter. Hell, I thought I was on another
campus for a few minutes.
It is unfortunate that the Voice de-
cided to write an article that grossly
misrepresented what was perhaps
one of the most fun, spontaneous
and community-buildin- g experi-
ences on campus in the last 30-so-me
years. For instance, contrary to what
the article stated, a piper did not start
the evening, but arrived mid-wa- y
through the arch-fillin- g. Moreover,
"sources say that the last time the
event took place was in 1978, not
1964 as stated in the article.
I think the majority of campus
will agree with me that the Voice
needs to raise its professional stan-
dards, as represented by the anony
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mous quote, "This is the ultimate
opportunity to f the system".
Along the same lines, I don't know
where Abhishek Saharia was during
the evening, but this campus event
wasn't planned to involve "lots of
pot," yet again, this is what the Voice
chose to portray. Although the ar-
ticle misrepresented the events of
the evening, it demonstrated suc-
cessfully the inability of the Voice
to portray facts responsibly. Unfor-
tunately for the student body, what
the Voice writes is a permanent
record for students, alumni, and
prospectives as well. We are not a
tabloid school and our events should
not be portrayed as such.
There were more people involved
in the chaotic planning of the event
than can be mentioned; but more
importantly like Michael DiPaolo
said, "no one cares who organized
it" we all could lay claim to fill-
ing the arch. We weren't there to
wreak havoc on anyone's system
we were there to have a good time,
and most of us did it without alco-
hol flowing freely nor pot wafting
through our lungs. I guess the
Voices writers missed that part of
the event. Next time we'll be sure
to issue a press release.
Travis Grundke '99
Dave Navratil '99
To the Editor:
First off, it is hard for me to be-
lieve that Jeff Burhans letter is not
bait because of all the ignorance that
oozed and drooled from it. Anyway,
I'll assume that he was serious. Jeff
Burhans train of thought on Poliu-call- y
Correct language represents
the angry white male syndrome. In
a nut shell, this syndrome is white
men who are angry because they
think their rights are being taken
away by womyn and minorities, and
are worried about loosing or shar-
ing the power, in other words they
Don H think about itjust
show aggression
towards it; that's how
the majority ofboys are
brought up...
want to protect the dorninating, sex-
ist, racist, homophobic, patriarchal
society we live in. His article stated
that the disappearance of the word
"man" from the words "chairman,"
"fireman," and the like, are ways the
"establishment" is trying to change
our (peoples) views. Another point
made is American white men are
taught not to have a right to increase
their power in society.
My question is what is wrong with
using gender neutral language? Our
country is supposed to be a place
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Even more letters
Weight room suggestions welcome
where all are created equal, how-
ever, the very words we use show a
clear bias in favor of men. Does this
gender neutral language make the
angry white male nervous and inse-
cure? The "establishment" has used
gender biased language for hun-
dreds of years, it is the minorities,
womyn, and yes, even white males
(such as myself) who prefer gender
neutral language. Just to clarify,
ALL minorities, womyn, and white
males do not think this way but a
good many do.
Jeff's other point, referring to
American men as "patsies,' exem-
plifies the angry white male syn--
Burhan 's article is just
more propaganda for
conservatives who are
afraid ofdifferent races
and womyn who assert
themselves ... In
addition, I will continue
tofight the conservative
foes that teach that swill
ofmale superiority and
ignorance...
drome. Don't think about it just
show aggression towards it; that's
how the majority of boys are
brought up, look at sports for prime
examples of how it's O.K. to be ag-
gressive and violent in the game
AND how society allows athletes to
be aggressive and violent off the
court or field. Men are brought up
to be aggressive and unemotional in
this culture and to act, instead of
think. All one has to do is look at
the socialization of males in the U.S.
So, for Burhans argument that males
are brought up to be "patsies" is
laughable.
Going back to the angry white
male syndrome and Jeff Burhans
view, these people think womyn
pose a threat (competition, aggres-
sive womyn, uh-o- h scary thing! Oh
my!) to their security and believe
special treatment is being given to
womyn and minorities. Maybe
that's why womyn only make 76
cents td every dollar a man makes.
Of cpurse if we go by Burnhan's
article, he would have us believe there
is no institutional racism, or sexism.
Burhan's article is just more pro-
paganda for conservatives who are
afraid of different races and womyn
who assert themselves in a way that
bruises the male macho patriarchy
society we live in. In addition, I will
continue to fight the conservative
foes that teach that swill of male
superiority and ignorance, and who
preach sexism and racism in this
world.
David Celebrezze '00
To the Editor
I write in response to your edito-
rial 'Unnecessary wait for weights,
which appeared in the January 14th
edition of the Voice.
I was pleased that the editorial --
as well as past articles and editori-
als - acknowledges that the recently
renovated Swigart Fitness Center rep-
resents an 'undeniable improvement
In addition to the obvious space
and equipment enhancements, the
fitness center hours have been ex-
panded since last year so that mem-
bers of the College community have
opportunities to exercise from early
in the morning to relatively late in the
evening - and at all hours in between.
When we opened the fitness cen-
ter in October, we made a conscious
decision to not set priority usage
policies before getting a sense as to
whether or not such policies would
be necessary. For instance, I was
surprised and pleased to see that late
in the fall semester there was really
no time in the day - including the
high usage 4-- 6 p.m. weekday time
period - that the room was crowded
to a point that students did not have
access to at least some of the 21 car-
diovascular machines. , ,.,
This said, I am in agreement that 1
from now until spring break the fit-
ness center will no doubt attract a
significant number of users during
the popular 4-- 6 p.m. time slot. This
is in no small part due to the less j
than ideal weather conditions. Ul-
timately we may decide that prior-
ity usage policies are necessary (for
example: reserving treadmills for
intercollegiate distance runners
when the outdoor track is covered
with snow), but until that time us-
ers should be aware of the fact that
the fitness center will be very
crowded Monday - Friday, from 4-- 6
p.m., and it is likely that all equip-
ment in the room will be more ac-
cessible at other times in the day or
evening.
I also want to take this opportu-
nity to encourage students, faculty,
and staff to forward any and all sug-
gestions regarding the fitness cen-
ter to my attention. We chose to
enhance this facility in an effort to
better serve all factions of the Col-
lege community, and - after deter-
mining usage patterns - we hope to
set more permanent policies which
will benefit everyone.
I appreciate your input
Bob Malekoff
Director ofPhysical Education,
Athletics and Recreation
Editor's Note: We would like to
thank everyone who wrote letters
this week, and to apologize to those
whose tetters were not printed In
the future, make sure to call early
to reserve your space.
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Don't throw words, sexual slurs are no laughing matter
To the Editor
Toward the end of last semester, I
attended my first performance of
"Don't Throw Shoes", expecting a
relaxing study break. Unfortunately,
what I observed that evening has
continued to aggravate and disturb
me, and has left me with a sentiment
of extreme disappointment
One of the first impressions made
during this performance concerned
the amount of sexual material and
innuendo used in the skits, often
very vulgar, degrading andor ho-
mophobic in nature. There was one
particular skit however, which in-
furiated and appalled me most
The piece involved the cast ask-
ing the crowd to contribute words
that they could use to build a skit
upon. Seyeral cast members were
dispersed amongst the crowd, mock-
ing the usual audience members
who suggest sexual innuendoes on
a regular basis during this particu-
lar activity.
In the midst of this skit I heard a
member of the troupe bellowing re-
peatedly at the top of his lungs the
word "faggot", in conjunction with
other offensive and degrading sexual
remarks that were going around. I
literally went numb at hearing this
word expressed in such a way I
could not believe what I was wit-
nessing, and even more, that the
hundreds of people around me
thought that this was absolutely hi-
larious.
While the folks in "Don't Throw
Shoes" may have overlooked this
during their rehearsals, the word
"faggot" is neither funny, light-hearte- d,
nor inconsequential, even
if used in the context of satire. It is
a violent word that carries with it a
kind of baggage that I, and many
others on this campus, will not and
do not tolerate. It's harmful enough
that members of our student body
feel that they can toss around a bar-
baric word such as this either at their
lunch table under their breath, or at
the top of their lungs from anony-
mous dormitory windows-thes- e of-
fenses need not be perpetuated or
condoned.
Members of this student body
need to begin to understand the re-
percussions of words such as "fag-
got" We are desensitized to the dan-
gers of words of such violence, from
which stem subsequent hate crimes
committed in the name of prejudice
and discrimination. There is no
doubt that the two men who brutally
murdered Matthew Shephard em-
ployed the use of the word"faggot"
towards their victim, while commit
ting the heinous murder of a young
man guilty only of accepting nil
sexual orientation and possessing
pride in who he was. I am positive
that there are many other phrases
and jokes that the members of
"Don't Throw Shoes" could have
come up with instead, were they in
fact as genuinely funny as they
claim to be.
In an era when hate crimes dis-
solve the already minimal accep-
tance of diversity, and prevent the
liberation of those who have been
marginalized by class, race,
ethnicity and sexual orientation, we
cannot sit idly by encouraging the
perpetuation of this despicable as-
pect of modern society.
As students of conscience, we
cannot continue to support or under-
mine the severity of these incidents
with our laughs.
Molly Keefe '01
Everybody's doing it... why notyou?
YTrite a letter.
State your viev.
Be a hero.
Email 500 words or less to voice acs.woostcr.e.! j or
send a Microsoft Word disk to Dox C-31- 87 by ?-- . ' y
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Departments offer new courses, plan for the future
Luke Lindberc
Features Editor
A new semester means new and exciting
courses. Barbara Hetrick, Vice President for
Academic Affairiand member of the Educa-
tional Policy Committee, which approves all
new courses and programs, said, "I find all of
our courses and programs to be interesting,
exciting and intellectually satisfying." But
even others who aren't quite as enthusiastic
as Hetrick are getting the chance to do some-
thing new this semester, thanks to some
courses being offered for the first time.
Some smaller departments, in particular,
have been stepping up the curriculum. The
geology department, according to Hetrick, is
a prime example. "Geology is offering a new
course, Geomorphology, which is being
taught by a new faculty member, Greg Wiles,"
Hetrick said.
Although only 1 0 students are enrolled in
this new course, it is essential for geology
majors who are interested in doing certain
types of summer research.
Ryan McAllister '00, who is looking to do
research in Alaska this summer, said that Geo-
morphology is an essential part of that pro
cess. "It's a great addition to the already
great geology program. It opens some more
doors for summer research," McAllister
noted.
For example, the Keck program, which is a
summer research possibility for many geol-
ogy majors, often requires a background in
Geomorphology. "These
trips require a lot of pre- - But even Others who
requisites and Geomor- - aren't auite as enthusias- -l I - f . 1 M
ing to pre-me- d and pre-dent- al students as well
to those in the social sciences."
A new course is also being offered from
Campus Minister Linda Morgan-Clemen- t, her
first solo teaching effort here at Wooster. The
new class, "Implications of a Theology of
Peace," will be taught in conjunction with the
Clergy Academy.
Other departments have
not been as active in estab- -
pnoiogy is one or tnem. HutrirV am opfrino "stung anyttung new, outIt s good that we now of-- ... . , i they're thinking about it.fer it here because it will the Chance tO do Something According to Professor of
make it a lot easier for me neW this Semester. History Alphine Jefferson,
to get involved in a sum-
mer Keck program," McAllister said.
Other departments are offering classes that
might not be so explicitly useful, but are still
definitely different from what you might ex-
pect at a staid, liberal arts college like Wooster.
Hetrick suggested two courses of interest for
Black Studies aficionados: African Religions
and Religious Masks and Masquerades, both
taught by Visiting Assistant Professor Laura
Grillo.
There are also new offerings in Feminist
Theatre and Comparative Health Care Sys-
tems, which Hetrick notes "might be appeal- -
'69: 8th section takeover
In the Voice:
Black Students Bloc Eighth
Once faced with a third straight year of
declining membership. Eighth Section is
now being revitalized. The new life is
coming from a group of black students
on campus with the double purpose of
strengthening the Section system while
giving black students the opportunity to
select a predominantly black section.
Both freshmen and upperclassmen are
included in the group of pledging as set
by the Men's Affairs Board
All 33 students are now participating
in Eighth's unique Hellweek activities, in-
cluding a traditional weekend camping
trip, this year to Wright's farm, eight and
a half miles west of Wooster on RL 302.
Upperclassmen are not required to partici-
pate, having gone through their present
section Hellweeks already....
Howard King, Asst Dean of Men and
member of the administration most closely
associated with Section activities, expressed
his personal delight in the situation
"It's an important way of meeting very
important needs we as white people can't
possibly understand," he said. Looking to
the future, King explained, "I hope it
doesn't become a section for blacks only,
but if it does, it does."
Black and White Bigotry
Hinders Communication
There is a minority of both Black and
white students at Wooster, who have cre-
ated a communication gap. between them- -
' selves, and the majority of Black and
white students. Bigotry and prejudice, are
present in both groups. On one side, there
are a few Black brothers and sisters, who
promote Black unity by ignoring fellow
white students or by not conversing with
fellow white students. Black students who
do not agree with them are also subject
to this sick idea. On the other hand, the
few white students I talk about have to-
tally ignored the Black student as an in-
dividual or as part of a group. Most of it
is due to racial bigotry. What I cannot
understand is why such academically ca-
pable students are so irrational in the judg-
ment of their fellow students. ...
Raymond R. Day, Jr.
Food Service Ceases Serving
California Grapes
Food Service has announced that it will
no longer serve California table grapes
after a petition was turned in with the sig-
natures of 600-70-0 students.
The petition was in compliance with a
nationwide sympathy for the migrant
workers strike against me California table
grape growers. Howard Deel, director of
Food Service, reluctantly made the deci-
sion stating that he felt it "not quite ap-
propriate to remove the grapes and penal-
ize the balance of the students who like
them."
Another petition protested the recent
decision by Food Service to close
Kittredge dining hall for breakfast and
centralize morning service in Lowry Cen-
ter because very few people attended
breakfast in Kittredge.
The petition, signed by 35 percent of
those eating in Kittredge, did not alter the
change in breakfast service, but did ex-
press, to Dell, an objection to the waiting
lines at the LC cafeteria.
who also serves as the
department's chair, "The department is under-
taking a Self-Stud-y as part of the cycle of ten-ye- ar
reviews of all departments." Jefferson also
added, "We are not offering anything new this
semester, but will probably in the fall or spring
of next year."
Although some departments are offering
new courses and others are meticulously plan-
ning for the future, the College continues to
offer Leadership and Liberal Learning, an in-
terdepartmental course that is offered each
spring. Listed as interdepartmental 390 in the
registration handbook, the course focuses on
aspects of leadership in society. The program
selects 15 participants, all of whom are ac-
cepted by application only.
Frequently taught by a retiring professor,
this year the course is being instructed by
Vivian Holliday, who is retiring after the
spring semester.
The program, always very competitive,
gives students something to be excited about.
Sarah Kruse "99 is one supporter of the pro-
gram. "It's a really interesting idea," Kruse
said.
WfflKeim
willspeak on
"The Education of
Character"
Monday, Jan. 25 at 8p. m.
McGaw
Sponsored by the Substance Abuse
Awareness Committee
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Barbara Reynolds
MLBG the man and
VGboster's celebration
.
LukeLindberg
As the keynote speaker of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. celebration
this week, the College enlisted na-
tionally syndicated columnist Bar-
bara Reynolds to speak Tuesday at
McGaw. Reynolds appearance
spearheaded a week carefully
planned by the Office of Black Stu-
dent Affairs, Office of Campus Min-
istries, Dean of Students and the
Men of Harambee.
The speech, although well-receiv- ed
and well-delivere- d, A
drew little more than 50 at-
tendees.
OthersThere's not a lot of
you here," Reynolds acknowl-
edged.
King
"But I believe that' also
those of you who are here are chance
the ones who should be here."
Despite her optimism, such together
low attendance for an event so
worthwhile does raise the important
issue of how College policy affects
the observation of Dr. King's birth-
day.
The question is if, like Ohio Uni-
versity and Mount Union, the Col-
lege should cancel classes for Dr.
King's birthday. Perhaps a day off
would emphasize its importance
and encourage students to get in-
volved, but it is not that easy. There
is certainly some logic to the idea;
however, the College, as well as
many students, just don't agree.
Keathun Gale '00, one of the
College's Men of Harambee, said.
"Personally, I don't feel that Dr.
King would want the day off. It kind
PHOTO BY LOU LlNDiC
of defeats the purpose." However,
Gale also mentioned that if it was
organized in the right fashion, the
day could be beneficial to the cam-
pus community. A day of celebra-
tion to educate others who know
little about Dr. King would be a
good idea. Gale also emphasized,
"It would give a chance to the black
students to get together and cel-
ebrate."
Rorie Harris '99 had a similar
opinion. "The school could manage
the day off," Harris said, although
day Of Celebration tO educate celed, a solid day of events
Who knOW little about Dr. would have to be planned.
, , To continue the celebration.ij. j jWOUld be a gOOd idea. Gale the Reverend Daryl Ward and
emphasized. "It WOUld eive a the Reverend Vanessa Oliver
to the black students to
and celebrate."
she feels that the week of activities
this year are well put together. How-
ever, Harris also saw the events as
something of an "excuse" for not
celebrating Dr. King's birthday thor-
oughly enough on the actual day.
According to Harris, "getting the
whole campus involved" would be
her chief concern, much more im-
portant than getting a day off.
Despite the lack of attendance and
low campus involvement, Reynolds'
visit to the College was a success.
"If we're going to move ahead to the
21st century, we need to move ahead
without these age-ol-d biases," she
thundered through McGaw.
Although the crowd was small, it
was receptive. Attendee Kate
Smanik '01 said that the event was
well worth attending: "I'm glad I
went She was a wonderful speaker."
A nationally syndicated colum-
nist, Reynolds' experience is im-
pressive, including involvement
founding "Dollars & Sense," a pro-
gressive periodical for black profes-
sionals, and the development of
Reynolds News Service in response
to the demand for her work as a
freelance writer for magazines such
as "The New Republic," "Essence,"
"Encore" and "Black Family."
Reynolds has worked as a television
commentator for CNN and NBC, is
working on her fourth book and has
recently received her doctorate in
ministry from the United Theologi-
cal Seminary in Dayton.
Reynolds speech, "One People,
One Race" discussed the religious
aspect of Dr. King's life more than
just giving a simple history lesson.
Smanik called the presentation a
"different angle" on King's life, fo-
cusing on him being a member of
the clergy and even depicting some
of his life in prison, an interesting
new take on the life of Dr. King.
However, Reynolds discussed
more than just the life of Dr. King
as she urged all in attendance to
challenge themselves to make
changes in society. Smanik said a
large part of the address concerned
"seeing what you can do within
yourself to change the world."
What does the future hold for the
celebration of Dr. King's birthday?
That remains to be seen. Both Gale
and Harris felt the same way about
the possibility of canceling classes
for Dr. King's birthday. Gale re
minded the campus that just having
classes canceled does not observe
King's birthday. Gale said that "edu-
cating others who don't know what
he stood for" would be better than
just canceling classes and calling it
a celebration. Harris agreed, claim
ing that if classes were can- -
get Ward, both Wooster graduates,
will preside over the Worship
Celebration scheduled for Sat
urday at 2 p.m. They will also
preach at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service. Rev. Daryl Ward, Sr., is
pastor of the Omega Baptist Church
in Dayton, and Rev. Vanessa Oliver
Ward is vice president and director
of curriculum development of the
Urban Outreach Foundation in Chi-
cago, a position she holds while
serving as minister of religious edu-
cation at Omega Baptist.
Classic Rock
on WCWSMondays 12--2 a.m.
Come on, You're Awake Anyway!
STD issues addressed
Leila Atassi
Assistant Features Editor
The American Social Health As-
sociation has determined that there
has been an alarming 25 percent in-
crease in the number of diagnosed
cases of sexually transmitted dis-
eases (STDs) since 1988. In an at-
tempt to ascertain the reflection of
this statistic on the student body, the
Voice discussed concern over these
rising figures with Nancy Anderson,
director of the Student Health Cen-
ter.
"People need to be aware that one
can catch STDs through sexual con-
tact, not necessarily just sexual in-
tercourse," Anderson warned. "I
think there's more awareness with
using condoms, but I don't think it's
consistent. I always hear, 'I use
them most of the time. Well, most
of the time doesn't help with sexu-
ally transmitted diseases."
An increased level of awareness
has become evident throughout
campus. "I do think that students
have become more responsible on
the whole, in that they follow up af-
ter certain sexual experiences."
Anderson said. "We do a lot of STD
testing here. Even though the level
has remained fairly constant over
the last three or four years, there is
a greater number being done
than in the past The aware-
ness level is really good."
Anderson said, "Certain un-
treated sexually transmitted
diseases, like syphilis and gon-
orrhea, can effect other organs
such as the brain; and some
STDs such as chlamydia like
to 'piggyback' with others."
"The Student Health Center
offers anonymous HIV testing
four times a year, which a
pretty good section of the col-
lege community has chosen to
participate in; usually 60-7- 0
people each time we've of-
fered it," Anderson said. "I
think that some students might
be concerned that something
is going to go back to their
parents. The records are con-
fidential," she assured. "We
don't discuss anything with
your parents, without your
permission. We don't bill for
this. There's nothing at all go-
ing out to parents to indicate
that you were even at the
Health Center for something
like this. But I still think
there's that perception out
there."
Anderson said, "Some-
times
to
I think it's extremely'
difficult to talk with your
partner about STDs. In fact,
we have pamphlets here that
deal specifically with ap-
proaching the topic. But I
find most are responsible
about doing that.' Sometimes
we try to help them by bringing
both partners together to talk with
a doctor, to insure that their ques-
tions will be answered."
"Never hesitate to ask questions,"
Anderson advised. "All nurses here
are very capable and willing to help
you find the answers, and we've got
a lot of literature for you to check
out. Also, be honest with your part-
ners. It's extremely important. Con-
versation is critical. You must pro-
tect yourself during intercourse,
with whatever means of protection
are most appropriate for you and
your partner ... and it's crucial that
we also think for ourselves whether
we want to be sexually active or not.
To think to yourself. 'What is it
that's important to me? What is it
that I have set for my goals? What
is it that I want to do?' And know
that before entering into it ... and
do so in a responsible manner. It's
important not to be pressured into
it. You owe it to yourself, and you
owe it to others, to care enough
about them as human beings. We
value ourselves and we must
value each other."
Further information about sexu-
ally transmitted diseases can be ob-
tained at Hygeia or during the up-
coming Health Fair, held in the
Lowry on Feb. 1 0.
Some of the'most commonly en-
countered and prevalent sexually
transmitted diseases at the College
are as follows:
Chlamydia a bacterial infec-
tion, usually originating in the ure-
thra in men and in the cervix in
women. This disease may lead to pel-
vic inflammatory disease, sterility and
various other complications of the re-
productive organs. It can be cured
with antibiotics, such as tetracycline
and erythromycin.
Herpes a viral infection,
causes pain, itching and swollen or
open sores around the genitals. May
also cause fever, chills, muscle aches
and headaches, as well as a burning
sensation during urination. Because
of the viral nature of the disease, it is
not curable, but may lie dormant on
the spinal column, until certain con-
ditions such as poor nutrition or
stress can bring it forward. Medica-
tions such as VALTREX can allow
the first outbreak to be less painful
and help to prevent future outbreaks.
Venereal warts also a viral
infection, in the form of growths or
burrps that appear on the vulva, in
the vrpir.a or anus, on the cervix,
and on the r cr is and scrotum. Due
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Ani DiFranco's album poetically
Lauren Kulchawik
Co-A&- E Editor
Some people love her. Some
people hate her. Upon listening to
Ani DiFranco's new album "Up Up
Up Up Up Up," released on Jan. 19,
it's easy to understand the polarity
in opinions: sometimes you want to
wrap yourself in the poetry of her
lyrics, and minutes Jater, her voice
is just plain irritating.
DiFranco has released an album
every year since 1990, each one add-
ing new twists to her original folksy
style, gradually incorporating drums
and then bass guitar elements of
funk. Her newest album throws in
the keyboard, which further compli
cates the mood of "Up Up Up Up
Up Up." Julie Wolf, the keyboardist,
also demonstrates the Wurlitzer,
clavinet, piano and accordion in this
album.
The mood swings in sound aren't
necessarily a bad thing. The album
never letsl t useiiitself getgei stucki k. .hiin a rut;mi,
neither does DiFranco herself. "I'm
always looking ahead to what I want
to accomplish
tomorrow. I'm
crazy, but it's
how I'm built,"
she said in
"Billboard
Magazine."
"This album
has a lot of live
jamming. It's
not Grateful
Dead by any
means, but it is
more improvi-sational- ."
Like earlier
albums, "Up
Up Up Up Up
Up" contains
tracks that
a
at
"
i 1
Xf u- J zy &
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range in theme
from political commentary, poverty
and drugs to her personal life, 'tis
of thee," the opening track, takes a
sada u lookiuuk atm theui- - raceio.v. and class in this
country: "My country tisotthee
to take shots at each other on the
talk-sho- w T.V. ...
they've put ev-
eryone in jail
except the
Cleavers and the
Bradys."
. The song
"come away
from it" deals
with how drugs
affected a person
she cared about;
like a surreal
lullaby it sings,
"I mean, what
makes you so
lavish that you
can afford to
spend every so-
ber moment
feeling angry
and bored." DiFranco commented
in a press interview, "We have to
help ourselves and each other to not
fall ,preyj to drugo addiction, even
when it seem like the most logical
and informed way of dealing with
our little ugly lives."
"Everest" and "Angry Anymore"
are more mellow than some of the
other quirky songs ("jukebox,"
"now know then," and "hat shaped
hat") they are the most personal
and meditational songs on the al-
bum. "Angry Anymore" is the
single most likely to get radio play.
However, DiFranco prefers to re-
main independent and disregards
her lack of reception from MTV and
mainstream radio. She told "Bill-
board," "I don't think major radio
stations would touch this song that
opens with banjo and discusses my
family turmoil and learning to love."
DiFranco is definitely not main-
stream, but this is where her appeal
lies. She began playing guitar at age
nine; by age IS she was performing
with friends in Buffalo, New York
in local coffeehouses, she has her
own record company (Righteous
Babe Records) and she supports
--
-
a
T-sh-irt company (Planet Love) that
uses non-tox- ic water-base-d inks.
Whether you think her voice is
melodious or grating, and whether
or not you like female singers with
funky hair and nose rings, Ani
DiFranco deserves respect. She has
been nominated for a Grammy, yet
she has not sold out to the main-
stream. She opened last summer for
Bob Dylan, and a newspaper head-
line read, "Ani DiFranco leaves Bob
Dylan blowing in the wind." She
has maintained her spunk, empow-
erment and loyal fans of10 years.
In an interview with the "Bos-
ton Globe," DiFranco discussed
her performance style: "The audi-
ence doesn't come to the shows
because I believe in independence
or in trying to fight corporate
forces in the music industry. I
don't think that would sustain
them for very long. They come out
to hear the songs and I come out
to play them. And that's really
where it lives."
Movie seems fascinating, but only "At First Sight"
Eileen Imada
Staff Writer
How long does it take to fall des-
perately in love? According to the
producer and director of "At First
Sight," only about the first 15 min-
utes of screen time. Though it has
an interesting premise based on the
true story, not
enough time is de
voted to developing
the characters or
storyline.
Stressed-ou- t New York architect
Amy Benic (Mira Sorvino) travels
to a resort to unwind, and Virgil
Adamson (Val Kilmer) gives her her
first massage. Although Amy
doesn't realize it at the time, Virgil
is blind and really does fall in love
with her "at first sight" as he mas- -
sages her back, seeing her with his
' hands. Amy realizes that Virgil can
love and care for her in a way that
her ex-husba- nd "with the emotional
content of a soap dish" could not.
A whirlwind courtship ensues as
they walk in the rain, ice skate and
consummate their relationship, but
there is only one problem: Virgil
still cannot see Amy without us-
ing his hands. Soon, Amy brings
Virgil to New York to have an eye
operation, the exact risks and ad-
vantages of which are never made
quite clear.
As the character with the per-
ceived disability, Kilmer had a much
more interesting role to play than
Sorvino, who unfortunately was
only a catalyst (i.e., a reason for
Kilmer to want to regain his sight).
Although there is mention of
Sorvino starting her own architec-
ture firm at the end of the movie, it
is already too late for the audience
to understand her character as inde-
pendent and passionate.
In contrast, Kelly McGillis,
Virgil's sister Jenny, has a reason to
be passionate from the first time she
appears on screen, acting well as the
protective older sibling. At least ini-
tially, before she warms up toSorvino,
McGillis pro-
vides a sense of
gritty reality
which makes
the story interesting. When Kilmer
runs into a chair that Sorvino has
moved, McGillis snaps knowingly,
"First thing about living with a blind
man: Don't change anything."
More of what McGillis is allud-
ing to, plus a real exploration of
what it means to be blind and to see,
would have made the story more
engaging instead of focusing strictly
on the romance. Some of the best
sequences in the movie are after
Kilmer regains his sight and won-
ders about things sighted people
take for granted: his image in the
mirror, graffiti on the back of a
truck, his shadow on the ground.
The only conversations that Kilmer
and Sorvino have regarding blind-
ness and sight are either too dis-
tracted because of all the one-line- rs
or too tentative to really unearth any
raw emotion that might be involved.
"At First Sight" is an oversimpli-
fied romance with some out-of-pla- ce
scenes, primarily those involv-
ing Nathan Lane as a visual thera-
pist Admittedly, there is nothing in-
herently wrong with two characters
falling in love within minutes; there
just needs to be considerable devel-
opment afterward to warrant it
Ben Mizer
Staff Writer
I must have been 10 years old
when I first saw Top Gun. As my
sister drooled over Tom Cruise, I fell
in love with Kelly McGillis. A
woman in power with blonde hair
and a great body I was a goner.
Now, 13 years later, Kelly McGillis
is back on the big screen, this time
with short, dark
hair but the same
chip on her shoul-
der. And she re
mains eminently
watchable one of the most worth-
while aspects, as a matter of fact, of
"At First Sight." The good news is
that the movie is more entertaining
than its dismal trailers promised.
The bad news is that, well, that
doesn't necessarily say much.
Kilmer plays Virgil Adamson, a
masseuse who has been blind since
he was three years old. Sorvino is
Amy Benic, a New York City archi-
tect who falls for Virgil as he rubs
her nude body with oil. (Imagine
that ...) Soon they kiss, but Amy
must get back to New York to work
out business problems at the firm
she started with her Smarmy ex-husba- nd
(Steven Weber of "Wings"
fame), who agrees that "we all de-
serve a second chance" and lets her
finish a major project Suddenly we
realize that the movie is about "sec-
ond chances," and the film begins
jumping from one tired cliche' to an-
other.
Amy returns to Virgil, pontificates
about horizons (another cliche1 with
which we are.banged over the head
at the end), and convinces him to
have surgery to remove the congeni
tal cataracts that have robbed him
of his sight. The movie plays like a
film that was intended to be much
longer than it is, because VirgiL. after.,
an initial fit of outrage, suddenly and
inexplicably consents to the surgery.
McGillis plays Virgil's overly pro-
tective sister, the only one who sees
Amy's shallowness and doesn't un-
derestimate the effect of the surgery.
Despite her objection, Virgil has the
surgery, and the
. . F3tl.lH All VT I1IV11
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I he struggles with
" 1 the newness of
sight are by far
the most intriguing. But the film
doesn't know what to do with these
touching moments of exploration,
and so the lead characters drift apart
as they struggle with Virgil's new life.
In a shameless knock-o-ff of Robin
Williams dramatic turn in Good
.Will Hunting, Nathan Lane is
brought in as the quirky "visual
therapist" to help Virgil harness his
vision. He provides the voice for
the themes that the film doesn't trust
us to pick up on our own, explain-
ing, "It's not enough to see; we have
to look as well." The normally over-the-t- op
Lane acts as if in a straight-jacke- t,
and Sorvino leaves us won-
dering if her Oscar-winnin- g talent
can only be brought out by Woody
Allen. But Kilmer is surprisingly
believable.
The poster for "At First Sight"
proclaims that "only love can bring
you to your senses." The bad pun
reveals that the film is first and fore-
most a love story. Try as it may, the
movie never really manages to deal
compellingly with deeper issues.
' Thefilmmakers underappreciate
the virtue of subtlety, using even the
music to bludgeon their meaning
into the audience s consciousness.
But in spite of myself, I left the the-
ater with a.single, telling comment:
"That wasn't as bad as I expected it
to be." Maybe it was just Kelly
McGillis.
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Music with friends
Looking for something a little
different? Check out "Olde
Friends," a musical ensemble
featuring music and instruments
from the Baroque period.
The group will be giving a
concert in Gault Recital Hall of
Scheide Music Center on Satur-
day, Jan. 23, at 7:30 p.m.
The concert is free to stu-
dents and the public, and fea-
tures the talents of violist da
gamba Ann Marie Morgan, so-
prano Sandra Simon, violinist
and violist Allison Guest Edberg
and William Simms on the lute,
arch lute, the oboe and bandora.
Works to be performed include
the "Sonata Quinta" by Krieger,
"Sonata Quarta" by Schmelzer,
"Ire Suite" by Forqueray, "So-
nata a la Maresienne" by
Marais, and Andre Campra's
"Domine, Dominus Noster."
In addition to their perfor-
mance with the group, Morgan, a
Edberg, and Simms are mem-
bers of various college faculties,
showing that it is important to
be able to not only perform, but
instruct. Also, interestingly
enough, Simms is a 1988
Wooster afrimni, demonstrating
the wide variety of careers that a.
Wooster. derefccaabringittstunaiL
dentswrs I ?b bra ?.c t n'V tr.f
Katie Huber
Beginning Friday at
Arts & Entertainment
...
t.-s--- .-.
George Alley's senior IS.
Along witn cnoreograpning,
singing and starring in the film. Alley
directed, produced and edited it with
the help of Jeff Tymowicz '00.
Although a film novice. Alley has
had many experiences with dance
and theatre at Wooster. He has cho-
reographed six pieces for dance con-
certs and danced in many more.
Later this semester. Alley will per
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Curious about George? Catch his LS. flick
Molly McKinney
Staff Writer
It's the beginning of second se-
mester, and that means seniors are
beginning to get serious about In-
dependent Study. While many se-
niors are still doing research or prac-
ticing for their recitals, George Al-
ley is only a few days away from
being done.
Alley, a theatre major with a
dance track, will present his film,
"Icon," for one night only on Satur-
day, Jan. 23 at 8:15 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. This senior
from Cleveland has chosen to do
something unique what I.S.
should be all about.
Alley had originally planned to do
a concert, until he realized that film
was an interesting medium not of-
ten used here. He has never taken
any film classes, but he thought it
would make an interesting I.S. The
theatre department was very sup-
portive of his project; however, no
one at the college had much experi-
ence with the film industry either.
But Alley enjoyed experimenting
with something different: "I prefer
to break boundaries before I learn
them, even though it's supposed to
be the other way around."
The subject Alley chose for
4bl-n'mrboundarie's'"-
-is' icons'1
and their dehumanization by soci-
ety. "I've always been attracted to
icons of counter-cultures- ," he said.
"Icons are interesting things in so--
Cinemark
Movies 10
Virus (R)
A Civil Action (PG-1- 3)
Varsity Blues (R)
You've Got Mail (PG)
Gloria (R)
The Thin Red Line (R)
The Prince of Egypt (PG)
Stepmom (PG-1-3)
At First Sight (PG-1- 3)
Patch Adams (PG-1-3)
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10,7:40,10:05 p.m
(11:55, 2:25) 5:00, 7:35, 10:10 p.m.
(1 1:45, 2:15) 4:45, 7:20,10:00p.m.
(12:50) 4:15, 7:00, 9:45 p.m.
(12:00, 2:35) 5:15, 7:55, 10:30p.m.
(12:25) 4:10, 8:00p.m.
(12:05, 2:20) 4:40, 7:10, 9:40p.m.
(12:35) 4:05, 7:05, 9:55p.m.
(12:45)4:00,7:15. 10:15p.m.
(11:50, 2:30) 5:05, 7:45, 10:35p.m.
Shows in parentheses are Saturday and Sunday only.
Sorry, no passes.
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
ciety because we treat icons as
something higher than human and
as symbols that represent something
else." Alley is particularly inter-
ested in icons
of the '80s and
how the
sociopolitical
atmosphere of
that decade af-
fected them.
With fund-
ing from the
C o p e 1 a n d
Fund, Alley
started his film
early last se-
mester. It is a
collection of
four music vid-
eos, combined
with interviews
featuring Alley
himself. One
of the songs
was written by
Alley, and
three were co-writt- en
with
Alex Reed,
'01. Alley
sings the four
songs himself.
In the film, Al-le- y
choreo-
graphed ail' of
the dance num-
bers, and used
dancers both
from the Col-
lege and off
campus. Alley
hopes that the
videos explore
icon images and document the dehu-
manization of a person becoming an
icon.
form in the Spring Dance Concert.
After graduation. Alley plans to
move to New York to continue work-
ing in music and dance and hope-
fully make more
videos in the future.
One of his favorite
elements of film is
its immediacy: the
fact that a video can
be made, edited and
released in a matter
of days.
Alley enjoyed
working on his I.S.
because it "ex-
presses a part of
myself I haven't
been able to." He
also enjoyed the
challenge of cho- -
ST reographing a
"i video. which
j proved to be very
i difficult.
Alley hopes his
unique I.S. will
" prompt future stu
dents to take a risk
and do something
different. To stu-
dents who are
thinking of follow- -
ing his example but
are afraid, he ad- -'
vised. "You have to
fight and have will- -'
power. Be confi-- ,
j dent in yourself, or
; you will fall into
! something that has
photo by Ben Spieldenskr already been done.Be sure to catch this
film on Saturday
night. And if the opportunity arises,
take a risk in I.S. George Alley is a
good example of how successful
risks can be.
Exploring opera right here in Woo
No tux, no pearls: try Monty Python and comfy clothes
Dan Ayer
Staff Writer
Approximately 20 students at
Wooster have a unique opportunity
this semester to participate in the
Opera Workshop. This course,
which meets for two hours a week,
is being offered for the first time in
four years and may not be offered
again for a few more, so not many
students have a chance to take it. Yet
it is a "unique class," according to
Scott Coniam '02, and a wonderful
experience for the privileged few
who are in it.
On the first day of class, Profes-
sor Todd Ranney handed the stu-
dents a brief syllabus. His require-
ments for the course could be
summed up as "attendance is man-
datory" and "wear comfortable
clothing."
This demonstrates the somewhat
laid-bac- k atmosphere of the class:
instead of writing a paper as one
might for an English or history
course, the big assignment in Opera
Workshop is to attend one opera per-
formance sometime during the se-
mester.
During the class period the stu-
dents do a lot of individual and
group singing. They also plan to put
on a performance sometime in April,
which will probably include scenes
from various operas. If they can, the
ambitious group of students might
even tackle an entire opera for this
performance.
In the meantime, the students are
doing various singing exercises to
prepare for the performance and
learn more about operatic technique.
Michael Wood 02 says that the
class is perfect for people who "want
more exposure to music and a dif-
ferent type of exposure than they
would normally get.
His favorite experience from the
class so far was a chance to per-
form the "Lumberjack Song" from
Monty Python. Although it's not
a traditional opera piece, it was
something more familiar for him
to start with.
For Isa Gunther '02. it is a plea-
sure to have a unique class like op-
era workshop, especially as a first-yea- r.
There are a lot of talented people
in the class," she said. Opera Work-
shop promises to be a terrific class
for the students involved.
If it is popular enough, and other
students show an interest in the
course, perhaps Opera Workshop
will be offered again before another
four years have passed.
Ryan Gorman
John Ellenwood
Ryan Gorman
John Ellenwood
Ryan Gorman
Brian Watkins
Jan. 16:
Jan. 20:
Katie Montague
LeAnn Uhinck
12-- 3 (6--1 NCAC)
Wooster 95, Denison 63
Team Leaders
Scoring
12.4 points per game
12.1 points per game y
Rebounds
9.7 per game
7.4 per game
Assists
2.9 per game
1.8 per game
Women s Basketball
5-- 9 (2-- 5 NCAC)
Thomas More 82, Wooster 58
Denison 60, Wooster 50
LeAnn Uhinck
Aleashia Washington
Maureen Mull
Erin Gertz
IM Basketball
Leagues A, B or C
Rosters due Jan. 26
Play begins Jan. 31
Pick up rosters in PEC
turn them into C- -l 15 1
Questions? Call
x4245
Team Leaders
Scoring
14.6 points per game
14.2 points per game
Rebounds
9.8 per game
7.2 per game
Assists
3.7 per game
3.2 per game
Swimming and Diving
Jan. 15 Wooster def Baldwin-Wallac- e 144-8- 0 (Men)
Wooster def. Baldwin-Wallac- e 148-8- 3 (Women)
Jan. 16 CWRU def. Wooster 127-10- 4 (Men)
Wooster def. CWRU 152.5r87.5 (Women)
Preseason Baseball
The Scot baseball team will open the 1999 season ranked 15th in
the country. The Scots opened last season number one in the nation,
but saw their season come to an end before the College World Series.
This year could be a big one for the team, as All-Americ- an Trevor
Urban, hard-hittin-g Travis Snyder, and senior superstars Chris Mihin,
Jeff NowoczynskCMike Morris, Brian Claypool and Jeff Gostlin re-
turn for their last year, what may well be the final year of Pettorini's
most recent dynasty.
She's been to Nationals already,
but Ellen Hunter '99 is working
hard this season to swim right back.
Hunter has been swimming for more
than 17 years, most recently over-
coming muscle injuries to become
a conference champion and receive
All-Americ- an accolades.
After Hunter's first and second
years at Wooster it became obvious
to her that she needed to make
changes in her training. Head Coach
Keith Beckett worked with her to
find "specific objectives, and a new
approach to water and strength train-
ing." Hunter saw immediate results.
Her new training schedule included
a decrease in yardage and practice
time, but it was more specific to her
goals.
These changes translated into suc-
cess, as Hunter took her ability to a
new level. She has dropped five sec-
onds off her time on the 100 breast-strok- e,
and that five seconds was
enough to earn the trip to Nation-
als. The rest is history: Hunter fin-
ished fourth, set a school record
with a time of 105.81 and was
named All-Americ- an.
Even after the big time. Hunter's
devotion to swimming hasn't
waned. She still realizes the impor-
tance to push her body to the full-
est, but also is
careful to avoid
injuries. Hunter
has had to over-
come Chronic
Fatigue Syn-
drome and
Fibromyalgia
(chronic pain in
muscles and soft tissue surrounding
the joints), but says that neither
should hold her back from compet-
ing in Nationals once again. Each
syndrome is manageable, and she
will be able to make adjustments
and continue training toward her
goal.
"Hunter has evolved to be the
most elite swimmer," Beckett said.
With motivation from her coach,
family and roommate. Hunter feels
Open House
for the
1999-200-0
Student Orientation Committees
(SOCISOCBSOC)
Monday, February 1, 6:30 p.m.,
McGaw Chapel, Stage
See Carolyn L. Buxton, Karen Edwards or
LaTashia Reedus for additional information.
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Hunter looks to repeat '98 triumphWooster Sports Briefs All-Americ- an heads back to pool in searcn oj succe
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Ellen Hunter '99 looks to continue her success in 1999.
encouraged to swim her best. Be-
ing an All-Americ- an in the 100
breaststroke and two relays and re-
ceiving honorable mention honors
in two other relays demonstrates
Hunter's devotion to swimming in
multiple events. And in her best
event, the 100 yard breaststroke, she
has a conference title to defend.
When Hunter steps up to the plati
form, she concentrates on what
needs to be accomplished, takes her
mark and dives into the pool. She
glides
under
"Ellen Hunter is a vital
component of the team 's
siiccessfulness, and we will
miss her' Keith Beckett
water
trying to
get dis-- t
a n c e
with one
breath,
then
comes up for air with a strong
stroke of her arms and the kick of
her legs through the water.
Hunter's results come from a bal-
ance of her hard work at daily
swim practices, mental prepara-
tion and weight training.
Competitive swimming is impor-
tant to Hunter, but she enjoys other
aspects of the team as well. Hunter
recalls one memory from earlier this
year, as the bagpipers began to play
photo by Amelia Kays
and the team followed the sound of
the pipes. Hunter was on the shoul-
ders of Aaron Woloff '00, the two
dressed as Mr. and Mrs. Captain
America, with Hunter's pompoms
tossing in the air.
She also enjoys spending time
with her teammates. The swim-
mers' trip to Florida this past win-
ter brejik-g- a ve, teajfl ,an ipppor-tunit- y
to bond. The experience
may have been tiresome, but
Hunter says it gave the women
swimmers time to continue
strengthening their unity.
Swimming alone does not domi-
nate Hunter's life on campus. As
the outgoing president of SAB, she
devotes much of her time to plan-
ning activities for the campus.
Hunter is also involved in Campus
Council. NSSHLA, Lambda Pi Eta
and serves as a student trustee. With
her major in communication science
disorders. Hunter hopes to go to
grad school next year.
As for swimming, her presence
will be missed in the pool. Beckett
and the Lady Scots know it will be
difficult, if not impossible, to re-
place her. "Ellen Hunter is a vital
component of the team's success,
and we will miss her," Keith
Beckett.
Be a Leader Among Hundreds!
Applications for the 1999-200-0
Student Orientation Committees
(SOOBSOCISOC)
will be available Feb. 1 at Lonvry Center,
Information Desk and the Deans' Office and
: the Office of International Student Affairs
Applications MUST BE RETURNED to the
DEANS' Office by 4 p.m. on Friday Feb. 12
Sports
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Indoor track to kick off season on Fri. Lady Scots strueel
tlign expectations accompany Conference Champions
Ryan Dansak
Staff Writer
The men and women of the Fight-
ing Scot indoor track team kick off
their 1999 season with high expec-
tations. The men, coming off a first
place Finish at the conference meet
last year, hope to again display their
dominance over their opponents.
The Scots return a solid core of
individuals on both the men's and
women's teams, but are lacking in
depth. Graduation has left
the Scots with several
large holes to fill in their "We
teams. Both the men and we can
women will have to rely conferenceheavily on the upcoming
freshmen to pick up the
slack.
Newcomers Nahum
Kisner, Kyle Mueller and Mike
Griffis are expected to contribute big
performances for the Scot sprinters.
"We got a lot of new sprinters," said
pole-vault- er and sprinter, Tim Sir
Louis '00, "and they're supposed to
be pretty damn fast."
When asked about the outlook for
the upcoming season, shot putter
Shane Bartholomew '00 said, "We
hav e a solid core ofpeople. We just
all have to perform at the same time
and not make mistakes:''' 'Fellow'
shot putter Jody Price '00 echoed
Bartholomew's sentiment, saying.
something
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"It looks good, but we .don't have
any room for error." .
Head coach Dennis Rice, who has
been coaching at the College for 14
years, sees the next few weeks as
critical for the outcome of the sea-
son.
o
"We're in the early season train-
ing phase right now, that's a lot of
lifting and a lot of running. We want
to get better each week so we can
hit our goal at the indoor conference
championships," he said.
want to get better each week
hit our goal at the indoor
championships.
Dennis Rice
Coaches and players alike admit
that the indoor season is not the
team's primary concern. Both see
the indoor season as an opportunity
to fine tune their skills and develop
in order to win the outdoor confer-
ence championship.
Niccole Cook 00, a sprinter for
the Lady Scots, said, "Our main fo-
cus isn't the indoor season. Yeah
we want to do good during indoor,
but we want to win the outdoor con-
ference meet more."
The women are coming off of a
disappointing outdoor season where
S7STEAK
DINNER$399LIMITED
TIME
ONLY $1C95
FAJITAS FOR TWO
Southwest- - von needed
loud to bring everyone home for
days, we preier to use a really good
serious value and the Great Taste
Old Southwest. Only at Tumbleweed.
Ft.r.ry 18. 1999 Not tfol -i- ll. . k AscouM
throng TWJmM ooly- - Cool for o carrro M"'r-"- -
''
TUMBLEWEED
Southwest Mesquite Grill Bar
BURBANK RD. WOOSTER
they finished second by only one
point. They hope to avenge their
loss by perfecting their skills in the
indoor season and then dominating
during the outdoor campaign.
When asked why no captains will
be named for the 1999 season. Rice
displayed a nervous grin and replied,
"I just wanted to try something dif-
ferent this year."
He went on to say that the senior
class as a whole will be charged with
the responsibility of leading the
team.
Both teams will be able to
SO evaluate themselves this Sat-
urday as they head into their
first meet.
The Scots' pre-seas- on
training is hindered by the
fact that the College does
not have any indoor running
facilities. The Scots are forced to
drive to the indoor track at
Wooster High School in order to
train.
The new weight room is an enor-
mous addition to the team's train-
ing. Track and field personnel alike
maintain a regimented lifting sched-
ule in order to prepare for the up-
coming season.
"We have a lot of potential. We
just need everything to come to-
gether at once. Enthusiasm is high
and I'm very excited about the up-
coming season," said Rice.
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Erin Gertz '00 drives past a Geneva defender.
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor
When the going gets tough, the
tough get going. And that is exactly
what the Lady Scots hope to do af-
ter running into a brick wall in the
past two weeks. After losing to
Kentucky's Thomas More on the
road Saturday, the Lady Scots have
dropped seven of their last eight and
four in a row. It has not been a pretty
sight.
Saturday's game was no cake
walk. With the victory over Wooster
on Saturday. Thomas More im-
proved to 8-- 7. They have been ei-
ther hot or cold all year, and Satur-
day they were definitely hot. The
Saints, who were paced by Amy
Burk's 18 points, blessed the Lady
Scots with poor ball handling skills,
but the 82-5- 8 setback was Wooster 's
worst of the season.
The game was competitive for a
while. Although the Lady Scots fell
behind 12-- 4. they did show a few
signs of life as they pestered the
Saints into some poorly advised
shots in the game's first ten minutes.
However, Burk scored ten of her
1 8 in the first half and Thomas More
had a huge 42-2- 4 lead at the half.
What did not help the cause was the
Lady Scots 30 turnovers, which led
to more than a few points for the
Saints at the other end of the court
What also hurt Wooster was that
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their starters did not have their best
day. Katie Montague '99. in fact,
scored a career low four points.
Now for the good news. Woosters
young players, particularly the ones
coming off the bench, played very
well. Stephanie Woodruff '02 scored
1 1 points and Maureen Mull '02 had
ten. Starting center LeAnn Uhinck
-- 02 had 10 points as well
Aleashia Washington '00 led the
Lady Scots with a strong perfor-
mance that included 12 points and
10 rebounds. Washington, who has
played like an all-leag- ue selection
at a number of times this year, has
really started making some oppos-
ing defenders look stupid.
This year, the problem with the
Lady Scots certainly has not been a
lack of talent. Wooster has the skill
to run with just about anyone. How-
ever, they have not been able to
bring together the talents of
Montague, Erin Gertz '00 and
Washington clicking on the same
days that the younger players have
excelled. When all this comes to-
gether, Wooster should blow the
competition away.
Tonight, Wooster hoped to halt a
four game losing streak as they
headed to Granville to face the Big
Red in a conference match-u- p.
But the Scots lost to the 1- -5 Big
Red 60-5- 0, dropping their record to
5-- 9.
Scots destroy Big Red
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After being stuck in a scoring
slump for the past two weeks, Steve
Moore's team broke out in a major
way on Wednesday night. Questions
about the starting line-u- p. team unity
and the slumping Scots were put to
rest with two dunks in the first five
minutes of the game.
If the early dunks by Ryan Gorman
"99 and John Ellenwood '00 didn't
answer any questions,, the 26 point
half-tim- e lead certainly did. And just
in case that wasn't enough, the 95-6- 3
shellacking of Denison certainly
put any remaining questions to rest.
For those last few Wittenberg fans
in attendance, Brian Mitchell '02,
seeing his most extensive playing
time all season, brought fans to their
feet with a powerful one-han- d dunk,
putting an exclamation mark on the
Scots' best game of the season.
For the third consecutive game,
Moore juggled his line-u- p. inserting
Chris Gardner '99 back into the line-
up after a two-gam-e hiatus in place
of the Pat Noles '01. But unlike the
past two games, Moore quickly
turned to his bench.
All 14 players on the bench got to
see time on the floor, and 13 of them
scored. Gardner and Gorman led the
Men's Basketball
Sat. Earlham 3 p.m. (A)
Wed. Allegheny 3 p.m. (A)
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Scots with 13 points each, before
spending much of the second half
on the bench. Gardner made a tri-
umphant return to the starting line-
up, also tallying six assists.
Gorman also grabbed nine boards,
despite only playing 22 minutes.
Alarmingly, the final score could
have been even uglier had the Scots
converted from the free throw line.
Moore's crew was only 12 of 30
from the line, by far their worst ef-
fort of the season. But it was a
moot point, because Denison was
never in the game in the first place.
The difference in last night's
game was the Scots' efficiency
from the behind the three point arc.
In the first half, Wooster made 7 of
12 shots from downtown, led by
Steve Thompson '01 who made
three of five attempts. -
Four different players finished in
double digits. After Gardner and
Gorman's 13 points each, Mitchell
finished with 1 1 points in just 8
minutes. Noles also made two of
four three point attempts and fin-
ished with 10 points off the bench.
The Scots next head to Earlham
this Saturday in what should be
another Wooster win. Tip-o- ff is at
3 p.m., and the game will be fol-
lowed by a big game at Allegheny
next Wednesday night.
Indoor Track and Field
Fri. Ohio Wesleyan (A)
'The Wooster
Holly Bockbrader
Steve Bayuk
The College of Wooster's swim-
ming and diving teams returned to
action Friday with impressive vic-
tories over Baldwin-Wallac- e. In the
men's meet, the Scots posted a 144-8- 0
victory to raise their record to 4-- 0.
In the women's meet, the Lady
Scots came out on top 148-8- 3 and
also improved their record to 4-- 0 in
the process.
Once again, Wooster's men
showed their domination in the
sprint freestyle events by sweeping
both the 50 and 100-ya- rd freestyle
events. In the 50 freestyle, Wes
Bennett '01 placed first, breaking a
pool record in the process (21.42),
Steve Bayuk '00 took second
(22.20), and Kagan McKittrick '00
was third (22.50). Bennett was also
the winner of the 100 freestyle
(48.36). while Bayuk (51.04) and '
Dale Edwards '01 (52.17) placed
second and third, respectively. ,
Addi ng further depth for the Scots
was Seth Pack '02, who finished
first in both the 500 freestyle
(5:09.96) and the 200 freestyle
(1:51.61). McKittrick (58.24) and
first year Eric Knauss (1:01.01)
placed first and second, respectively,
in the 100 backstroke. On the
boards. Matt Pettinelli '00 placed
first in the one-met- er competition
with a score of 35 1.6.
Wooster's men finished the meet
with a first and second-plac- e
sweep of the 200 freestyle relay.
The winning relay was composed
of Bayuk, McKittrick, Knauss and
Bennett, who combined for a time
of 1:27.35.
For Wooster's women, Leah
Becki '-0-0 placed first (11.11.89),
Lori Mitskavich '02 took second
(1 1 :50.62) and Heather Van Almen
'99 was third (12:12.88) in the
1000. Another 1-- 2-3 sweep came in
the 200 individual medley as Me-
lissa Brym '02 (2:22.68) and
Christie English '01 (2:22.68) tied
for first and Ann-Mar- ia Baas '99
placed third (2:32.68).
In the 100 freestyle, Michelle
Cady '01 placed first (56.36), with
Laura Dunn '00 (57.18) and Mindy
Smailes '02 (1:00.09) placing sec-
ond and third, respectively.
In diving, Natalie Goss '01 placed
first on the one-met- er diving board
and Sara Connolly '02 placed sec-
ond with a score of 202.85. The
Lady Scots finished the meet by
Women "s Basketball
Sat. Earlham 1 p.m. (A)
Wed. Allegheny 7:30 p.m. (H)
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Natalie Goss '01 finishedfirst in the one
against Baldwin-Wallac- e andfirst in tne
exhibiting the three-met- er diving,
the 100 breaststroke and 200
freestyle relay.
The swim teams travelled to
Cleveland Saturday afternoon with
the hopes of a sweep, but instead
Wooster had to settle for a split. The
Lady Scots swam to an easy 152.5
to 87 J5 victory over the Spartans, but
Athlete ofthe Week.'
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the Scots were edged out in a 127
to 104.
Wooster's women proved their
depth by outscoring Case Western
in most events. Impressive showings
for the Lady Scots included a one-tw- o
finish in the 200 freestyle by
junior Jacque Gray (2:04.90) and
Mitskavich (2:05.46).
Other first-plac- e finishes were
turned in by Jessica Ritchie '02 in
the 50 freestyle (25.02) and Becki
the 200 individual medley (2: 15.17).
GO
SCOTS!
Case
photo by Ameua Kays
-meter diving competition on Friday
tnree-mei- er even on ouiuruu,.
In the diving events, Connolly led
the way on the 1 -- meter board with
an impressive first-plac- e finish
(90.50), while Goss won the 3-me- ter
event (193.65).
Despite losing to the Spartans, the
Scots fared well in the sprint
freestyle events and diving.
Wooster's men swept the 50
freestyle as Bennett (21.75),
Bayuk (22.03) and McKittrick
(22.61) finished 1-2- -3, respec-
tively. Bennett also led the way in
the 100 freestyle (49.40), followed
by Bayuk (51.01) and Knauss
(52.05).
First-plac- e finishes were also re-
corded by Pack (5:05.57) in the 500
freestyle, and the 400 freestyle re-
lay consisting of Bayuk, Knauss,
Bennett and. Edwards (3:2 1 .83).
On the boards, Pettinelli captured
victories on both the one and three
meter boards with scores of 193.55
and 132.50, respectively.
The Scots and Lady Scots travel
to Denison on Friday and Ohio
Northern on Saturday.
Swimming and Diving
Fri. Denison (A) v .
Sat. Ohio Northern (A)
